
 

THE BILLBOARD CREATIVE TO LAUNCH 
L.A. PUBLIC ART MAPPING PROJECT (LA:PAMP) FEBRUARY 2023 IN TANDEM 

WITH NINTH ANNUAL BILLBOARD EXHIBITION  

INAUGURAL TBC GRANT INITIATIVE TO AWARD THREE ARTISTS 

 
Images clockwise: Sites featured on LA:PAMP will include Arut Tantasirin (Hollywood), George Yepes 

(City Terrace), Invader (Hollywood), and One Bouriyaphon (Hollywood). 
 
LOS ANGELES (Nov. 15, 2022) –– Nonprofit arts organization The Billboard Creative (TBC) is 
proud to announce the L.A. Public Art Mapping Project (LA:PAMP), a new initiative to archive and 
promote public art throughout Los Angeles. The project will launch in February 2023 in conjunction 
with TBC’s ninth annual billboard exhibition curated by Mona Kuhn, and the organization’s first-ever 
artist grants. The interactive map highlights a variety of public art in the form of murals and 
sculptures documenting under-the-radar sites as well as L.A. County's Civic Art Collection.  
  
"Since launching TBC in 2014, our goals have been to provide emerging and underrepresented 
artists with a platform to elevate their profile and to bring more art into the daily lives of Angelenos, 
which we have done through our billboard art shows," says Adam Santelli, TBC Founder, and 
Executive Director. "LA:PAMP extends TBC's mission to existing public art. There is so much great 
work all around L.A. that people don't know about, and we hope this map will help change that." 
  
The site will launch with approximately 600 public art locations. TBC will continue to expand the map 
but invites users to submit site suggestions to help make this mapping project as complete and up-
to-date as possible. 
  



"We want to create the most inclusive public art map in Los Angeles and think submissions from 
people across the city's diverse neighborhoods is the way to make that happen," said Santelli. 

February Billboard Exhibition 
Along with LA:PAMP's debut in February, TBC will host a billboard exhibition titled We the 
People featuring 30 works in a broad range of media - photography, painting, mixed media, collage, 
and sculpture by both emerging and established artists. Works are selected through a curated, blind-
submission process open to all and will be shown alongside a guest artist. LA: PAMP will feature the 
annual billboard exhibition throughout the duration of the exhibition.  
  
"In curating this billboard exhibition, I set out to capture the common thread among the artist 
submissions and saw a unifying theme that highlights the things that bring us closer together as 
artists, as family members, and as people. This theme feels truly important as we come out of the 
pandemic, and there is a strong desire to focus our energy on being part of a positive force forward," 
said Mona Kuhn, curator for TBC's ninth iteration. "The Billboard Creative celebrates artists from all 
walks of life and creates a supportive platform for artists to share their work at the massive billboard 
scale with the city of Los Angeles." 

TBC Grant Initiative 
The exhibition also marks the inaugural Billboard Creative artist grants.  Three artists will receive 
$1,000 each for nonspecific art grants. Everyone who submitted artwork is eligible, whether or not 
their work was selected for the show. Grantees will be announced in January.  

To date, TBC has hung more than 200 billboards featuring the work of artists from around the globe 
and has generated over 60 million outdoor impressions. LA:PAMP and We the People will launch in 
February 2023. The artist lineup, artist grant awards, and guest artist will be announced in January 
2023. To learn more about TBC, visit: https://www.thebillboardcreative.com 
  

 
Images clockwise: Jack Pierson (2015), Spencer Tunick (2018), Kim McCarty (2015), Phung Huynh 
(2021), Ruben Natal-San Miguel (2018), Dennis Neal Vaughn (2018) featured in previous billboard 
exhibitions. 

https://www.thebillboardcreative.com


About The Billboard Creative (TBC):  
Founded in 2014, The Billboard Creative is a Los Angeles-based nonprofit that stages public art 
shows on billboards throughout Los Angeles with a mission to help emerging and undiscovered 
artists and bring art into the everyday paths of Angelenos. The organization accepts submissions 
from all disciplines and enlists professional artists and curators to lead its blind submission selection 
process. Submitted artists are shown alongside guest artists. Previously presented guest artists 
include Ramiro Gomez, Phung Huynh, Narsiso Martinez, Paul McCarthy, Marilyn Minter, Alex 
Prager, Calida Rawles, and Ed Ruscha. 
  
About the curator: 
Mona Kuhn is a photographer and lens-based media artist. Throughout a career spanning more than 
20 years, Kuhn's work is in private and public collections worldwide, as well as LA museums such 
as the The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles County Museum of Art, The Hammer Museum. Since 
2015, she has curated major billboard exhibitions for TBC featuring a selection of 100 artists' works 
displayed on large-scale billboards located in major intersections across Los Angeles. Kuhn has 
helped TBC recruit emerging artists, NFT artists and brought the guest artist program to life with 
international artists such as Ed Ruscha, Paul McCarthy, and Alex Prager to help bring further 
recognition to the overall billboard exhibition. Her passion for supporting emerging artists to achieve 
their goals has inspired the rest of the team at TBC. Kuhn lives and works in Los Angeles. 
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